Equipment needed prior to opening:

*shovels - plastic grain / metal flat nose
*edger - prefer Thompson
*gas can - for edger
*5 gal buckets (3) - ice maint.
*50’ garden hose - zam room
*hose nozzles - garden hose
*1.5” x 225’ flood hose - zam fill and flood hoses
*1.5” hose nozzles - flooding
*squeegees
*ice chipper
*ice pick
*pucks
*goal frame sets - goals / pads / posts / netting (2 to start, will need 4 eventually)

Need for ice paint (if I am to do it):

*2” centrifugal pump w/rigid inlet hose
*2” to ¾” (garden hose) adapter
*(3) y-adapter for garden hose
*(3) brass garden hose nozzles
*(6) 50’ garden hoses
*(3) 55 gallon containers - can be trash cans
*(2) shovels - to stir
*(2) 4’ x 8’ sheets of Styrofoam
*(4) bags of assorted foam brushes
*(1) small box of 3” drywall screws
*(3) rolls of nylon twine
*(3) lengths of 1.5” PVC piping
*(3) 1.5” PVC couplings
*(3) garden pump sprayers
*(3) 9” rollers
*(12) roller covers / medium nap
*(3) roller pans
*(1) 100’ tape measure
*ice paint
*fluorescent additive
*in ice logos

“B”

**Printing Needed:**

- Reserved Seating Signs
- Birthday Invitations
- Birthday Placemats
- Birthday Invoices / Reservation Form
- Learn to Skate Flier
- Adult League Flier
- Pro Shop Order Form
- Ice Rental Request Form
- Manager Opening / Closing Sheets
- Petty Cash Form
- Group Reservation Forms
- Guest Comment Forms